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Abstract Experiments on adsorption and wetting of quantum fluids (4He and 3He)
on weakly binding alkali metal substrates are reviewed. Helium on weak substrates
can undergo a variety of phase transitions including wetting, prewetting, layering,
and liquid-vapor transitions. Another characteristic feature of weak substrates is the
absence of an immobile quasi solid layer which is present on all conventional strong
substrates. Both the absence of the immobile layer and the interaction with surface
phase transitions can strongly affect superfluid onset. The Kosterlitz-Thouless su-
perfluid transition can terminate in either a critical endpoint where it meets a first
order structural transition or a tricritical point where it meets critical point such as the
prewetting critical point or the 2D liquid-vapor critical point.
Keywords Kosterlitz-Thouless · Helium · Cesium · Rubidium · Lithium
PACS 67.25.bh · 67.60.gf · 68.08.Bc · 68.15.+e · 68.43.-h
1 Introduction
Wetting is a very general phenomenon that occurs whenever a bulk phase transition
takes place near a wall. If two phases A, and B coexist in bulk, the chemical po-
tentials and grand free energies of A and B are equal. A wall or interface produces
an inhomogeneous potential which will couple to the two phases differently. The in-
teractions with the wall will typically prefer one phase over another, and that phase
will wet the wall. Typical examples of A and B include: two distinct phases of a sin-
gle component system such as liquid and vapor or solid and liquid; a binary mixture
of two immiscible liquids with different concentrations such as 3He–4He mixtures
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Schematic diagram of typical configurations corresponding to (A) the dry and
(B) the wet case for a single component fluid near the liquid vapor transition. The grand free energy of
each configuration must be evaluated to determine the stable state. σsv , σsl , and σlv , are the solid-vapor,
solid-liquid and liquid-vapor surface tensions. Note that the wet case requires the formation of two inter-
faces, which is thermodynamically expensive when the surface tensions are large. Even more complicated
layered structures need to be considered near triple points where three phases free energies
below the mixing critical point; and metallic phases with different magnetic or super-
conducting order [1]. Slightly away from coexistence, where in the thermodynamic
limit only one phase could exist, the wall interactions can stabilize a microscopic
layer of the less stable phase near the wall. This is what happens when, for exam-
ple, a thin liquid film forms on an attractive wall in contact with a vapor below the
saturated vapor pressure. The formation of such a wetting film requires the existence
of an extra interface, as shown in Fig. 1. The cost of forming this interface must be
compensated by a reduction in the total free energy of the system, due to a stronger
interaction of the wetting phase with the wall. The structure of the film near the wall
can be determined by computing the grand free energy for all possible configurations
of phases, and picking the configuration that yields the lowest grand free energy at
a given chemical potential. Near triple points, the wetting state can consist of more
complicated stacks of layers with several interfaces [2]. The basic inputs required for
this calculation are the interfacial energies and the substrate potential. A detailed dis-
cussion of the theoretical basis for a quantitative analysis is presented in [3] and [4].
2 Wetting Transitions
The global free energy minimum will depend on temperature because the bulk free
energies, the densities and the interfacial tensions all depend on temperature. In par-
ticular, the liquid-vapor surface tension vanishes at the critical point, and has some
large positive value at low temperatures, and varies monotonically and approximately
linearly with temperature between these values. In most cases far from the critical
point, the strongest temperature dependence is due to the surface tensions. Quali-
tatively, high temperatures imply low surface tensions, which favors the wet state,
while at low temperatures, the cost of forming an extra interface can become pro-
hibitive so the interface remains dry. On the other hand, if the surface potential is
extremely strong, the wetting phase with the dense phase adjacent to the wall will
always be preferred even at low temperatures. If the interactions of the fluid with the
substrate is weaker or comparable to its interactions with itself, the competition be-
tween the wetting and nonwetting phases will be determined by the numerical value
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Fig. 2 (Color online) Generic prewetting phase diagram in the μ–T plane. μ is the difference from
the bulk coexistence chemical potential, so the horizontal μ = 0 line represents liquid-vapor coexistence.
At coexistence, the wetting temperature Tw separates the wet and dry regions. If a drop of bulk liquid is
placed on the surface below Tw , it forms a drop with a finite contact angle θ > 0. A drop placed on the wet
side of the transition will spread indefinitely into a thin flat film with θ = 0. The prewetting line divides the
plane into a “thin” 2D gas region and a “thick” region with a liquid film of finite thickness. The prewetting
line extends from Tw to the critical point Tpwc , but a region of high compressibility, denoted by the dotted
line, extends much further into the plane
of the surface tensions, and will typically involve a first order wetting transition at
T = Tw , with the substrate dry for T < Tw and wet for T > Tw .
At bulk liquid-vapor coexistence, the wetting layer is macroscopically thick and
the equilibrium film thickness has an essentially infinite jump in thickness as the
temperature is raised from below to above Tw . If the wet state is approached at con-
stant temperature by changing the chemical potential or the pressure, the film thick-
ness again increases discontinuously across a line that emanates from Tw in the T –μ
plane. This curve is known as the prewetting line; it is a first order phase transition
that separates a very thin 2D gas-like phase from a phase with a non-zero but finite
thickness liquid film. Just as the analogous 3D liquid-vapor transition, the prewetting
line ends in a prewetting critical point at T = Tpwc. A generic surface phase diagram
for a weak substrate that illustrates these features is shown in Fig. 2.
The physics that generates the phase diagram of Fig. 2 is completely classical,
but there are several experimental advantages to using cryogenic quantum fluids for
investigating wetting phenomena. Helium in particular is chemically simple and pure,
and the temperature in the cryogenic environment can be precisely measured and
controlled. To exploit these advantages requires a weak substrate, i.e. a substrate with
a helium interaction strength that is comparable to the helium-helium interaction. The
traditional rule for estimating the interaction strengths involves the square root of the
product of the polarizabilities of the constituent materials [5]. Helium has a very low
polarizability and essentially everything else has a higher polarizability, so in this
(naive) approximation, all walls are strong substrates, and we would expect helium
to wet them even at T = 0. This is corroborated by years of experience with helium
adsorption on many conventional substrates such as gold, copper, glass, graphite,
mylar, etc., which show no sign of a wetting transition. The naive approximation
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neglects the effects of the repulsive term in the potential. It was the great insight of
Cheng, Cole, Saam, and Treiner [6] who realized that the short ranged repulsive part
of the potential could have important effects on wetting. In particular, they made the
surprising prediction that helium would not wet cesium. A qualitative explanation of
this effect is based on the fact that cesium is the biggest atom in the periodic table, has
the lowest ionization energy of any atom, and is extremely reactive. These properties
reflect the fact that the outer electron of cesium is very weakly bound to the atom.
At a solid metallic interface, the electrons in cesium extend anomalously far from the
surface, which prevents helium from penetrating the deep part of the attractive long
range potential and produces a very shallow bound state.
To experimentally verify this prediction requires producing an atomically clean
and flat cesium surface and some means of detecting the surface coverage. Flatness is
important because cracks and crevices can fill with liquid even if a flat surface would
be dry; the associated effects of pore filling and capillary condensation are discussed
elsewhere in this volume. The first experiments to explore wetting phenomena of
helium on cesium used superfluid heat transport [7] and third sound [8] to detect the
presence of a film. Our lab subsequently used quartz crystal microbalances (QCM) [9,
10] and ellipsometry [11], which can be used to detect both superfluid and normal
adsorbed films. We evaporated approximately 80 layers of elemental cesium metal in
situ onto the surfaces of a QCM and measured helium adsorption isotherms which
were used to construct the first complete wetting phase diagram like that shown in
Fig. 2. We found that for 4He on Cs, Tw ≈ 2.0 ± 0.1 K and Tpwc ≈ 2.5 K. We also
found that at coexistence, the wetting transition was extremely hysteretic. If a dry
state was prepared on the coexistence curve below Tw , it would spontaneously wet
at T = Tw as the temperature was raised. In contrast, a wet film prepared above
Tw would remain wet indefinitely even when it was cooled far below Tw . The basic
reason for this asymmetry is that dewetting requires the nucleation of a dry patch,
which in turn requires the formation of a large amount of liquid-vapor surface. On
the coexistence curve, the nucleation barrier is essentially infinite, so the lifetime of
the metastable wet film is also infinite [12].
The surface phases of other quantum fluids are also modified on weak substrates.
3He wets Cs at all temperatures, but the formation of a thick film proceeds via an ap-
proximately first order prewetting-like transition [20]. The liquid-vapor surface ten-
sion of 3He is less than for 4He, so the film state corresponding to Fig. 1B is stable
even at T = 0. Hydrogen on Cs [13] and Rb [14] has a wetting and prewetting tran-
sition similar to Fig. 2. 3He–4He mixtures also have interesting behavior [15–18],
including reentrant wetting, dewetting and prewetting [19], as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Another experimental method which can be used to locate the wetting transition
is to measure the contact angle of a drop. It is complementary to the adsorption
isotherm method because the contact angle grows continuously from θ = 0 at T = Tw
as the temperature is lowered from Tw . This type of measurement has been done for
4He [21–23] and H2 [13] on Cs by taking optical photographs of drops through a long
focal distance microscope. Despite the fact that the substrates are mirror-like surfaces
with quite sharp prewetting steps, there is a very pronounced hysteresis between the
advancing and receding contact angle.
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Fig. 3 Phase diagram of 3He–4He mixtures on cesium in the T –X3 plane, where X3 is the 3He con-
centration. The bulk phase diagram has a region of 4He rich liquid and a region of 3He rich liquid which
are separated by an inaccessible region of phase separated liquids which exists for temperatures below the
mixing critical temperature Tmc = 0.87 K. Below this critical temperature, the two liquids can coexist.
The surface phase transitions are denoted by the dotted lines. On the 4He rich side, there is a dewetting
transition at temperatures below the wetting temperature Tw = 0.53 K. The transition continues on the
3He rich side in a prewetting transition. From [19]
Fig. 4 QCM signals for 4He on
gold, showing characteristic
features of the KT transition.
Frequency shift (solid squares)
and resistance (open circles) as a
function of the amount of
helium added to the cell at
T = 0.65 K. The two near
vertical steps in f correspond
to the formation of two solid
layers. The KT transition is
marked by a peak in the
resistance and a sharp drop in
(−f )
3 Interactions with Superfluidity
In addition to liquid and vapor phases, 4He and dilute 3He–4He mixtures can also
be either superfluid or normal. On a weak substrate, helium has a choice between
thick, thin, superfluid and normal phases. In practice, the thin 2D gas phase is too
dilute to support superfluidity, so there are 3 viable choices. As discussed above, the
competition between thick and thin is determined by a balance of surface tensions and
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substrate potential, with a large substrate potential favoring a thick wet film, while a
large liquid-vapor surface tension favors a thin dry state. The competition between
super and normal is determined by a balance between the energy Ev and the entropy
Sv of a vortex. In the simplest version of the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) theory of 2D
phase transitions, a helium film will be superfluid until the free energy Fv = Ev −T Sv
is zero, when vortices will spontaneously form and destroy the long range order [24].
Both Ev and Sv are proportional to ln(A), where A is the area of the film. Ev is also
proportional to the length of the vortex, i.e. the thickness of the film d . The super-
normal transition occurs at a critical temperature TKT , with TKT ∝ dc, where dc is a
critical thickness. A more refined version of the argument gives




where ρs is the superfluid mass density, and m is the mass of a 4He atom. The transi-
tion temperature does not depend in any obvious way on the substrate potential or the
surface tension, so the two transitions are nominally decoupled, although the substrate
potential and prewetting affects the film thickness, which in turn determines TKT . Su-
perfluid onset on weak and conventional strong substrates differ in other ways. On a
strong substrate (essentially anything other than the alkalis), the first few layers of
helium are immobile and a finite critical coverage is required for superflow. This dis-
ordered quasi solid layer is sometimes called a Bose glass [25, 26]. It is not simply
an inert spectator, but rather plays a role in superfluid onset that is not understood in
detail [27]. Theoretical calculations indicate, however, that on alkali metals, there is
no solid-like layer and the film is entirely fluid and mobile [28–30], so the superfluid
moves in direct contact with a metallic solid rather than a solid helium substrate.
This difference can affect the core size and the kinetic energy of the vortices [31].
The alkali metals are also unusual substrates for macroscopic flows. For a superfluid
drop on Cs, the contact line is the edge of the superfluid, which does not exist in
any other system. Superfluid drops roll down an inclined cesiated plane with constant
acceleration in a nondissipative way [32].
A standard method of measuring both the coverage and the superfluid transition is
with mechanical oscillators, with kilohertz torsional oscillators and megahertz QCMs
being the most popular. The total normal coverage is related to the frequency shift.
The superfluid transition is marked by an increase in frequency due to decoupling of
the superfluid component and a peak in the dissipation of the oscillator due to irre-
versible energy flow into the vortex plasma when the oscillator period is comparable
to the time required for the vortices to diffuse by their mean separation. The assump-
tions underlying this interpretation are that the quasi-solid layer and/or the normal
component is viscously locked to the substrate and that the superfluid phase is homo-
geneous or at least connected over macroscopic lengths. It is important to consider
the possibility that these assumptions are violated for weak substrates. The possibility
of slip in the solid is discussed in references [33, 34] and the ramifications of super-
fluidity occurring in isolated puddles is discussed in references [35, 36]. A typical
example of these standard experimental signatures for helium on a strong substrate
(gold) are illustrated in Fig. 4. On a strong substrate, the film thickness is a monoton-
ically increasing function of the chemical potential, or equivalently, the pressure, so
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Fig. 5 Phase diagram of 4He
on 4.2 layers of Cs on gold in
the P –T plane; P/P0 represents
the saturated vapor pressure.
The circles show the positions of
the prewetting step. For this Cs
thickness, Tw is approximately
1.5 K. The triangles show the
position of the KT transition.
The KT transition ends on the
prewetting line in a critical
endpoint. Ts is the region of
thick superfluid film and Tn is
thick normal film. From [38]
Fig. 6 Phase diagram of 4He
on rubidium in the μ–T plane;
μ = 0 corresponds to bulk
liquid-vapor coexistence. The
open circles show the positions
of the dissipation peak. The
open triangles show the position
of the steepest part of the
prewetting step. The solid
prewetting curve ends in a
critical point marked by a solid
dot. The dotted line is the KT
transition line which separates
the high temperature normal
phase from the low temperature
superfluid phase. The KT line
terminates at the prewetting
critical point, so it is a tricritical
point. From [40]
the combination of thickness and temperature required by (1) can be reached by ei-
ther changing the coverage at constant temperature, as in Fig. 4, or by changing the
temperature at constant coverage, as in [37].
On weak substrates, the interpretation of these experimental signatures requires
more care. On (thick) cesium, the wetting temperature of 4He is so high (∼2.1 K)
and so close to the bulk Tλ that almost all of the thick film region is normal. By form-
ing composite substrates with only a few layers of cesium on top of gold, the effective
adsorption potential can be tuned over a wide range [39]. Figure 5 shows the phase
diagram of 4He on 4.2 layers of cesium on gold, which has Tw = 1.5 K. The prewet-
ting line divides the P –T plane into thick and thin film regions. The KT line divides
the thick film region into super and normal parts; the transition line extends from Tλ
on the coexistence curve and terminates on the prewetting line in a critical endpoint
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near T = 2.05 K, in accordance with theory [41]. Isotherms at temperatures above
the critical endpoint show a prewetting step and then a KT transition with the same
qualitative features as shown in Fig. 4. Below the critical endpoint, the film makes a
direct transition from the thin normal state to a thick superfluid state, so prewetting
and the superfluid transition are combined. This transition does not, however display
the standard KT features. Because the film thickness is discontinuous, it never sat-
isfies the relation of (1), so there is no dissipation peak; instead, the film is “born”
superfluid without going through the KT transition.
Because of the absence of a quasi-solid layer, weak substrates offer the intrigu-
ing possibility of exploring superfluid transitions in submonolayer films at very low
temperatures in direct contact with a metallic substrate. Cs is not well suited for this
purpose because even at a thickness of a few atomic layers, the wetting temperature
is so high that films at low temperature cannot be formed. Another way to strengthen
the potential and lower the wetting temperature is to use the lighter alkalis rubidium,
potassium, sodium and lithium as substrates. Our first attempts in this direction used
rubidium. Rubidium is a slightly stronger adsorber than cesium, but the uncertainties
in the potential parameters preclude a definitive prediction of whether there is a true
wetting transition at coexistence [30]. Most of the existing data [40, 42] are consis-
tent with a picture in which wetting takes place via a peculiar hysteretic transition
that extends to the lowest temperatures, as shown in Fig. 6 (see however [44]). Al-
though there does not appear to be a wetting temperature, the wet state is achieved
via a first order prewetting-like transition that ends in a critical point near T = 2 K.
The superfluid transition extends from Tλ at coexistence, but in contrast to cesium,
joins the prewetting transition in a cusp at the critical point which is therefore a tri-
critical point. The precise intersection of a curve with a point seems unlikely without
fine tuning of a parameter, but these types of tricritical intersections are common; a
particularly famous example is the tricritical point for 3He–4He mixtures in which
the lambda line hits the mixture coexistence curve at the mixing-demixing critical
point which can be seen in Fig. 3.
Rubidium is apparently on the border between materials with a finite wetting tem-
perature and those which wet at all temperatures. Its proximity to this border makes
it particularly sensitive to the details of materials preparation and complicates the
interpretation of the results. For the purposes of investigating submonolayer super-
fluidity, it would be useful to have a stronger substrate which helium decisively wets
and a means of detecting superfluidity independently of the total coverage. Lithium
has been proposed [43] as an ideal candidate for this study. The technology used
for depositing films of cesium and rubidium (thermal evaporation from a resistively
heated, infrared shielded oven) does not work well for lithium because the required
temperatures are too high. We have implemented a pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
technique which ablates a lithium target using nanosecond pulses of green light in
vacuum at low temperature [45]. A typical isotherm of 4He on lithium is shown in
Fig. 7. In contrast to both cesium and rubidium, there is no sign of a prewetting step.
On lithium, the helium film grows in a continuous way, with the thickness approxi-
mately proportional to the pressure. The slope of the linear part of the isotherm can
be used to determine the binding energy, which is 13.7 K [45]. At 900 mK, there is a
clear KT-type superfluid transition which occurs at a total thickness of approximately
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Fig. 7 Isotherm of 4He on
lithium, showing the frequency
shift and the dissipation. The
frequency shift is approximately
linear in the pressure until the
film goes superfluid near
P = 3.5 × 10−3 Torr; there is a
corresponding peak in the
dissipation. On the normal side
of the transition, the coverage
reaches 0.7 layers. On the
superfluid side, the residual
mass carried by the QCM is
approximately 0.1 layers
0.7 layers. On the superfluid side of the transition, there appears to be approximately
0.1 inert layers, which is smaller than on any other substrate. Even this small resid-
ual mass carried by the oscillator may be due to tortuosity rather than an intrinsic
non-superfluid fraction.
4 Future Work
Our preliminary results indicate that the KT features seen in Fig. 7 disappear at lower
temperatures. We believe that this is due to a collision of the KT line with the 2D
liquid-vapor transition, which is expected for 4He [46] but not 3He [47]. This adds
further support to the idea that lithium is a nearly ideal realization of 2D helium with-
out the complications of a quasi solid layer. Just as for rubidium, when the superfluid
transition becomes entangled with another phase transition, it is very helpful to have
another diagnostic to make definitive assignments of phases. We plan to implement
ellipsometry in our laser ablation apparatus so that the total coverage and the shear
response can be measured simultaneously on the same surface. If these subsequent
investigations confirm that helium on lithium is a close realization of 2D helium, it
will be interesting to study 3He–4He mixture films. By increasing the 3He concentra-
tion, it should be possible to depress the 2D liquid-vapor critical point to T = 0 [48],
which would be a novel system to study quantum critical behavior. Superfluidity in
this system should also show a rich phase structure [49, 50].
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